Introduction.
In this paper I consider the improper simple definite integrals of Harnack (1883, 1884) .
In the introduction I wish to characterize somewhat clearly the theories of the improper simple and multiple integrals recently given by Jordan (1894) and Stolz (1898 Stolz ( ,1899 , and in this introductory paragraph I summarize the contents of the whole introduction.
These theories for the simple integrals have intimate relations with the Harnack theory.
The definition adopted for the multiple integrals is more exacting than that for the simple integrals. The multiple integrals converge or exist (as limits) only absolutely.
For the simple integrals we have then two theories, on the one hand, of the integrals with the milder definition, and, on the other hand, of the integrals with the stronger definition and so with a larger body of properties.
The first class of integrals includes the second class of integrals.
The Harnack theory relates to the first and general class of integrals ; this theory has not received systematic development ; however, for the theory of the absolutely convergent Harnack integrals this is not true, and these integrals constitute the second and special class of integrals.
I discuss both classes of simple integrals simultaneously and by uniform process ; this is made possible by suitable determinations of the definitions ; the absolute convergence of the integrals of the second class appears only at the conclusion, and hence it is desirable to introduce terms of discrimination connoting the two definitions, the milder and the stronger ; the terms chosen, "narrow,"
"broad," connote the geometric form of the definitions, and likewise the fact that the class of narrow integrals has a less extensive body of properties than the (included) class of broad integrals.
There has been a tendency to do away with the non-absolutely convergent Harnack integrals ; I hope to show that this tendency rests upon misconceptions. 
29C
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Harnack, in papers* published in 1883 and 1884, in volumes 21 and 24 of the Mathematische Ann alen, first gave a definition for the notion of an improper definite integral from a to b of a real function F (x) having these two properties :
(1) The function F(x) assumes values indefinitely great in the neighborhood of points Ç constituting a point-set f Z lying on the interval ab and of content zero ; and (2) The function F (x) is properly integrable in the neighborhood of every other point as of ab, or what is equivalent, it is properly integrable from a' to 6' where a'b' is any interval of ab, which contains no point f.
Harnack's definition was formally a definition not so much of the definite integral (1) f F(x)dx Ja itself as of the definite integral function J(X)= f F(x)dx (X of ab).
Ja
Indeed his definition, in common with many limit-definitions of that period and of earlier periods, was not expressed in explicit form. From the context one may infer that Harnack was so desirous of passing to the less immediate applications of the notion that he was unwilling to attend to the systematic exiwsition of the fundamental elements of the theory. Thus he was led into error,-with respect to the general theory, notably in the theorem J :
If the set Z of singularities of the function F(x) is reducible (and so of content zero), and a continuous function <j>(x) of x on ab exists, for which <j>(x")-4,(x)-£HF(x)dx for every interval x'x" of ab, containing no singularity f, then the integral t It is convenient to use set as the equivalent of Menge and ensemble.-For Cantor's Punktmenge Osgood has used the English term Cantor's set.
i Loe. cit., vol. 24, p. 222, theorem 3 . This theorem depends on theorem 2, which is likewise erroneous (cf. § 5 6°). * I think of the integral as a limit, that is, as a certain number obtained by a certain limiting process, and prefer to say in general that the limit exists rather than that it converges ; the limitand expression converges to the number in question as its limit.
fThe full reference is given below. J Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, vol. 8: Bericht (1900), p. 176.-Schoenflies (loc. cit., p. 186) gives suggestively but not explicitly a definition of the Harnack integrals in terms involving the set of non-overlapping intervals of ab which enclose no point Í and every point not-f enclosed by ab. One may form three explicit definitions in these terms.
The third definition agrees with the definition given by Stolz, and the second is equivalent to it, while the first, which alone fully expresses the implications to me of the language used by Schoenflies, is a definition considerably milder. § At least if the content of the set T of points c (loc. cit., p. 50) is zero. Schoenflies suggests that a condition to this effect may have been unintentionally omitted.
But Jordan defines (loc. cit., p. 76) double integrals without the insertion of the analogous condition ; for (contrary to a statement of Schoenflies) he speaks merely of the interior content of the region of integration. However, in the case of the simple integrals, if this condition is omitted, the theqrem nb cited in the text will fail, whenever the condition for \ F(x)dx is not satisfied, even for all Ja cases in which G{x) is a non-zero constant. It may be noted here that Jordan's set r is the set of all points c in whose neighborhood the function F(x) is not capable of proper integration. Thus, the set r includes Harnack's set Z. But we have the theorem that the set r is Harnack's set Z, in case V has content zero and the improper definite integral exists. Cf. theorem VIIA of § 3.
J
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But the theorems of the sequel and the reference theorem implied (p. 226, 11. 9, 10) in the proof of the second mean value theorem for the generalized integrals, certainly need fuller proofs ; indeed, the theorem* that J (F(x) 4-G(x)) dx exists and
Ja Ja Ja in case the integrals on the right exist, is not in general true. In § 5 8 ° I give a simple example in which the integral in question does not exist.
Quite recently Harnack's theory (without reference to Jordan's theory) has been considered systematically and critically by Stolz, first in 1898 in a paper f entitled '■'■Zur Erklärung der absolut convergenten uneigentlichen Integrale" and then in 1899 (with but slight modifications) in appendix III to volume 3 of his Grundzüge der Differential-und Integralrechnung, and further immediately thereafter, in 1899, in a paper entitled "Über die absolute Convcrgenz der uneigentlichen bestimmten Integrale." f Stolz gives J an explicit definition of the Harnack integral (1) as a certain limit, and then, considering the theory of these integrals, he affirms J that it fails to justify for the limit in question the notation and designation definite integral -that one has not even the property that if J F(x) dx exists, so do all the integrals J °F(x) dx (a < c < 6).
Contenting himself at this point with an affirmation, Stolz turns to the theory of the absolutely convergent integrals
(1), that is, those for which also the corresponding integral J \F(x)\dx exists, and finds § that these integrals deserve the name, since they possess certain four fundamental properties.
The definition given by Stolz has application with respect to any point-set a lying on the interval ab and of content zero, which contains the set Z used by Harnack, and in so far his definition is formally more comprehensive than Harnack's definition. This extension was necessary for the formulation of the third and fourth of the four fundamental propositions which are as follows :
Under the hypothesis that F(x) is absolutely integrable from a to b with respect to a point-set H of content zero :
I. F(x) is likewise integrable from a to c and from c to b, where c is any point of ab, and * Theorem 3, §58, p. 56.-This theorem would follow directly from Harnack's erroneous theorem 2 cited above.
t Wiener Berichte, vol. 107na, pp. 207-224 ; vol. 108na, pp. 1234-1238. Í Wiener Berichte, vol. 107, pp. 207, 211. Grundzüge, vol. 3, p. 277. § Wiener Berichte, vol. 107, p. 211, §2, and pp. 216-221, §5. Grundzüge, vol. 3, pp. 277, 279-284. II. For every positive e there is a positive ¿>e such that for any set of a finite number (?i) of non-overlapping intervals akbk (ak < bk; k = 1, ■ ■ -, n) of the interval ab of total length less than 8e the sum of the n integrals f * F(x) dx is "k in absolute value less than e. III. F(x) is absolutely integrable from a to o with respect to the point-set H 4 H obtained by extending H by any set H of content zero, and the integrals with respect to S and to H 4 H are equal.
IV. If G (x) is absolutely integrable from a to 6 with respect to the point-set H of content zero, then F(x) A-G(x) is likewise integrable with respect to the aggregate set S 4 H, and
As to these theorems it is to be noted that the third is an immediate consequence of the first two, and that the fourth is an immediate consequence of the third.
As to the corresponding theorems for the Harnack integrals in general I shall show ( § 3 V, VIII ) that the first is in fact true, notwithstanding the statement* of Stolz to the contrary ; the second is the erroneous theorem 2 of Harnack and the fourth is the erroneous theorem 3 of Jordan.
Indeed, the validity of the second theorem for a Harnack integral implies its absolute convergence (cf. § 2, def. 1, note 1, footnote, and § 4 III).
The second theorem is in effect a generalization of the uniform continuity of the definite integral function J(x) ; for the non-absolutely convergent Harnack integrals the uniform continuity of J(x) holds ( § 3 IX, § 5 6°).
The limit-definition of the integral (1) relates to the various interval-sets / of a finite number of intervals enclosing all points f or £ of the set Z or H ; in notation /= /(Z) or /(H).
According to the implication of of integration and containing no singularity c. For the simple integrals the complementary region E-D is the interval-set /(H) = I(T) each of whose intervals encloses a point c. For the multiple integrals the corresponding condition is not imposed, and accordingly the condition for the existence of the improper integral is stronger, and Jordan proves* that the multiple integrals as defined exist only absolutely.
For the simple integrals the corresponding theorem does not hold, and Jordan (p. 87) remarks that the loss of the theorem is due to the fact that the definition for the simple integrals is less exacting, although he expresses himself somewhat obscurely, in terms of one dimension not capable of immediate extension to more dimensions.
Stolz f develops the Jordan definition of improper double integrals for the case J of a region E with ordinary boundaries on which all the singularities c lie. The one-dimensional analogue of this case is that of a finite interval E with singular extremities, and for the simple integrals D is a sub-interval of E.
In his last paper § Stolz, following Wirtinger, notices that if (as in two dimensions) the D is allowed to be an interval-set the improper integrals exist only absolutely.
(This, we have seen, was the implication of the remark of Jordan.)
And, further, he likewise notices (as a generalization for the special case of the theorem of Jordan) that the double integrals would still exist only absolutely even if they were given a less exacting definition, the region D being required to be (as in the case of the simple integrals) connected || or of one piece.
To revert to the general case of multiple integrals, it is now apparent that for a definition formally less exacting than Jordan's we may impose on the region D which converges to E the conditions : (1) the region E-D consists of one or more regions, each being of one piece and each enclosing a singular point c ; (2) the region D consists of one or more regions, each being of one piece and no two being capable of union as parts of an including connected region D ; (3) the region D consists of a finite number of connected regions. And these conditions on the region D may be imposed or not imposed independently of one another.
In this paper I confine attention to the simple integrals over a finite interval E = ab ; the conditions (1) and (2) then become identical ; we impose the condition (3), and thus have the theory of the narrow or of the broad simple inte-*loc. cit., pp. 80, 87. \Grundziige, vol. 3 Í1S99), p. 122 fg.
JThis case is hardly equivalent to the general case, although Stolz considers that it is (cf. loe. cit., p. 122). The proof (p. 141 fg.) of the theorem of the absolute existence of the improper double integrals I find inconclusive. § Wiener Berichte, vol. 103 (1899 ), pp. 1234 -1238 j| Schoenflies (loo. cit., in his report on this paper of Stolz seems to confuse definitional conditions for the existence of an integral and properties resulting from its existence. grals, according as the interval-set E -D is not or is required to have on its every interval a singularity c. By developing the two theories simultaneously we obtain a new insight into the varying properties of the general and the absolutely convergent Harnack integrals. In my judgment the general integrals-even the non-absolutely convergent integrals-deserve to be classed with the proper definite integrals under the designation definite integrals.
To be sure they lack in general many fundamental properties of the absolutely convergent integrals.
We may however look at these matters in such a way that the properties of the different classes are more nearly equivalent.
Let us think not of the proper or improper definite integral but, more generally, of the definite integral with respect to a point-set S of content zero and thus write for instance f __f(x)dx, and speak of the S-integrals. Then for every H there is a theory of the narrow and of the broad a -integrals, and for the various sets H these theories, in so far as they relate to a single set S or to a single set E and its subsets H0 including the set Z of singularities of the integral function F(x), are to a large extent the same.
(I remark in passing that the desirable theorem ( § 2 V ) : if F(x)
is H-integrable from a to b and the set Z is non-existent, then F(x) is properly integrable from a to 6 and J F(x)dx = J_ F(x)dx, holds only if the content of the set 3 is zero. And in this fact I see one of the strongest reasons for considering only such sets H.)
In the sequel the theories of the narrow and the broad Harnack integrals are developed from this point of view and otherwise essentially in the spirit of the original Harnack papers. The necessary fixed hypotheses, etc., being introduced in § 1, I give in § 2 for the 5-integrals the definitions and a number of fundamental theorems, and then in § 3 I develop the properties of a function F(x) H-integrable from a to b. I bound the inquiry of § 3 in effect by the form of the four fundamental theorems of Stolz.
Then in § 4 the questions of absolute convergence are introduced.
And in § 5 (added July 1, 1901) after exhibiting an important condition necessary and sufficient for the existence of the general or narrow Harnack integral, I construct for the general closed point-set H on ab of content zero a H-integral from a to b for which the set H is the set Z of singularities, and which is near every point x = £ essentially narrow or non-absolutely convergent : and in connection with the simplest case, H = (6), I exhibit the examples needed to show the error of various statements already referred to. §1-Fundamental hypotheses, definitions, and notations.
Io. We consider the finite interval ab of values of the real variable x. In the proofs of the propositions we shall consider the case a < o, to which the case a > o is immediately reducible.
2°. We consider further a point-set S of points £ which is of content zero. As explained in § 2 the set H will later be supposed to be closed ; this supposition involves no restriction of generality.
The aggregate or sum Sx -f S2 of two sets ax, S2, each closed and of content zero is again a set of the same kind.
3°. On the interval ab the real function F (x) is supposed to be single valued wherever defined, and it is supposed to be defined certainly at all points x not of H . Moreover it is supposed that F (x) is capable of proper definite integration from a' to b' where the interval db' is any interval lying on the interval ab and containing no point £ and no limit-point f ' of H.
4°. With respect to F(x) it is convenient to separate points x = x0 into two classes.
The point x = x0 is regular if near x0 (i. e., on some interval x0 -S ■ ■ ■ x0 4-B) F(x) is everywhere defined, single valued, and limited ; and otherwise it is singular.
A singular point x = £ may be both progressively and regressively singular or merely progressively (f = £+) or regressively (Ç = £_) singular.
We speak of the singularities Ç and of the singular point-set Z of all points Ç. The set Z is closed. Obviously every singular point £ is a point £ or a limit-point £' of H ; if the set H is closed, the set Z is a subset of it.
5°. A finite number of intervals such that no two have a common point is called an interval-set.
Denoting by I an interval-set we denote its length, the sum of the lengths of its intervals, by D¡.
6°. Two intervals ixi2 having a common inner point determine a definite interval il2 = i2X common to ix and i2. Two interval-sets Ix I2 having a common inner point determine a definite interval-set In = I2X which may be called the set of intervals common to Ix I2, that is, every iX2 of IX2 is the interval common to certain two intervals ix of I, i2 of I2.
The set common to a set / and an interval xxx2 is denoted by I'2.
For brevity, especially in partitioning interval-sets, it is sometimes convenient to use these notations, even when the interval-sets in question do not exist ; for example, an interval-set / is, by an interval xxx2 separated into two intervalsets I*2, I' (of which one may not exist), and we write 1= PJ2 +P.
7°. An interval-set lis said to contain any point-set S, all of whose points are points of I; and in this case S is said to be of or to lie on P Further an interval-set is said to enclose a point-set S if every point s and likewise every limit-point s' of S lies within some interval of I; and in this-case S is said to be an inner set of or to lie within I.
The interval-set / is said to contain or to enclose the point-set S narrowly, and S to lie respectively on or within / narrowly, if furthermore every interval of / contains or encloses at least one point s of S.
It is convenient to denote by I(S) an interval-set which encloses S narrowly, and by I{S} one which encloses S not necessarily narrowly, or, say, one which encloses S broadly.
Thus the broad is the generic enclosure, and the narrow is a specific enclosure.
E. H. MOORE: concerning
harnack's THEORY [July 8°. The set H being by hypothesis of content zero, for any positive number e there an interval-set Ie enclosing H narrowly and of length D¡ < e.
9°. On the fixed interval ab in connection with any interval-set /(not necessarily lying on the interval ab) we introduce a function Ff(x) by the following stipulation : according as the point x of ab lies or does not lie on /, F¡(x) has the value 0 or F(x), with the understanding that, if / is the symbol of a nonexistent interval-set, Ff(x) = F(x) for every x of ab.
It is to be noticed that if / encloses H, then F¡(x) is on the interval ab everywhere defined, single valued, limited, and capable of proper definite integration from a to b. §2.
THE DEFINITE INTEGRALS NARROW AND BROAD
Jib s*b
DEFINITIONS, CONDITIONS NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT FOR EXISTENCE, AND FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS.
We consider simultaneously the two cases :
(1) the narrow H-integral, I P(x) dx ;
Ja (3) (2) the broad a-integral, I P(x) dx .
Ja ; = } When these integrals are considered simultaneously and disjunctively (as in § § 2, 3) we speak simply of (3) the H-integral : J F(x) dx.
In case / denotes an interval-set enclosing H narrowly or broadly the function Fj(x) is capable of proper definite integration from a tob. We consider the proper definite integrals :
for the various interval-sets / enclosing H KSyy> aiKl denote by the respective limit-notations:
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Thus we have the explicit Definition* 1. The (existent) ™£¡%"3-integral:
is a certain finite constant such that for every positive number e there exists a positive number^ Be such that
for every interval-set % I enclosing S lnía"Í'J an<^ °f length D¡ < Be. Note 1. The broad H-integrals constitute a special type 'of the narrow H-integrals §. In this connection the adjectives narrow and broad may connote the fact that the body of properties of the narrow integrals is less extensive than and included in the body of properties of the broad integrals.
The essentially narrow integrals are the not-broad narrow integrals. *This definition (of the narrow 2-integral) seems to express (for H = Z) exactly Harnack's meaning in form as well as in content.
Habnack defines the improper definite integral over a certain interval as a certain limit of the proper definite integral over the same interval of a modified function.
There are certain advantages (cf. the remark of § 3 VI) in this type of definition.
A different definition of this type is. that of de la Vallée Poussin for the absolutely convergent generalized definite integrals.
(With respect to this matter Sohoenflies (loc. cit., pp. 186, 187) has erred in setting in contrast the two limiting processes in question. )
f To the various <!'s related in this paper to the arbitrary positive e I give the notations <'t.t'íi''(i''í! et°-> vvhere the superscripts are discriminating affixes and not exponents. JThis fundamental definitional property of a function F(x) 3-integrable from a to b is (with modification of the <5e ) considerably extended in theorem XIV of § 3 .
§ That the narrow 2-integral (1) be a broad H-integral (2) it is obviously necessary and sufficient that for every tail' exist such that, in the notation (11), | jV(x)dz|<e for every interval-set /lying on ab and containing no point f and of length Dj<^¿e. Indeed this coudition (cf. Jordan, loc. cit., §74, p. 77) is necessary and sufficient for the existence of the broad integral (2).
The reader will compare this remark with § 3 XIIF.
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Note 2. From the definition it is apparent that the H-integral and the (H + H')-integral, where H' is the set of all limit-points £' of H, coexist and are equal ; that is, if either exists, so does the other with the same value.-The set H 4-H ' is closed and of content zero.-We suppose hereafter that the set H is closed.
This supposition involves no essential loss of generality and it facilitates the phrasing of many proofs.
If this H-integral exists we say that F(x) is H-integrable from a to 6. Definition 2. The function F (x) is progressively ™o"a,T¿!/ H-integrable at x =x0if
there is an interval x0 ■ ■ ■ x0 4 e (e > 0) such that the ^oadW H-integral from x0 to x0 4 e exists.-Regressive H-integr ability at a point is similarly defined.
Definition 3. The function F (x) is Zmdlf" H-integrable on ab (a <.b)if at a it is progressively, at b it is regressively, and at every other point of ab it is both progressively and regressively lrZ°a7¡'J S-integrable. Remark.
It will appear ( § 3, theorem V, corollary) that if F (x) is H-integrable on ab it is H-integrable from a to b.
One proves by the usual limit-considerations the following two theorems : I. The H-integral if existent is uniquely existent. II. For the existence of the definite j"0™" a-integral
it is necessary and sufficient that for every e a 8] exists such that (10) f Fh(x)dx-C Fh(x)dx <e I Ja "a for every pair of interval-sets Ix I2 each enclosing H l?"^" and of length less than 8\.
Remark.
If the H-integral (9) exists, the number 8e,2 is effective as a number 8\ of the necessary condition (10).
And if the sufficient condition (10) is fulfilled the number 8]¡2 is effective as a number 8e connected with the conclusion that the H-integral (9) exists.
III. If the function F(x)is H-integrable from a to c and from c to b, where c lies between a and b, then the function F(x) is H-integrable from a tob, and f F(x)dx= f F(x)dx+ f F(x)dx.
Ja S Ja a Jca
One proves this theorem by use of the corresponding theorem for proper definite integrals together with theorem I. The converse of this theorem is theorem VIII of § 3.
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Notation.
For a function f(x) properly integrable on the various intervals albl (a, < 6, ; I = 1, 2, • • •, n) of an interval-set J we introduce the notation (11) £f ( Taking a definite set H we denote by / any interval-set enclosing H 1""™^ ; by J the interval-set /', and by K the interval-set making up with J the interval ab.
Either J or K may be non-existent, but one at least is existent. In these notations we have evidently f F(x) dx = Cf(x) dx + Cf(x) dx, Ja Jj Jk
Ja Ja Jj and so
From this equality, since Dj=Df, the truth of theorem IV appears by the use of lemma II, the definition of the H-integral, and theorem I.
V. If the function F(x) exists on the interval ab as a single valued limited function of x, and if it is with respect to a certain set H of content zero Hintegrable from a tob, then it is likewise 'properly integrable from a tob, and hence, by theorem IV, f F(x)dx= f F(x)dx.
Ja
Jas.
This theorem is a corollary of the known Lemma III. A necessary and sufficient condition for the proper integrability from a to b of a function F(x) existent on the interval ab as a single valued limited function is this, that, with respect to a closed point set S of content zero, the function F(x) be properly integrable from a' to 6' where the interval a'b' is any interval of ab containing no point s of the set S.
The theorem of lemma III was developed by Pasch * for the proper definite integral as defined by Riemann, and later independently by Stolz f for the integral as defined by Peano.J
The two definitions are equivalent in content. The lemma-theorem is a corollary of a theorem of DiNi (1878 : Dini-Lüroth, § 185), which has close relations to the Peano definition, and which is likewise given by Stolz § independently, but with reference to another theorem of DiNi (Dini-Lüroth, § 184), a particular case of the one here referred to. VI. If F(x) is H-integrable from a to b and if H" is any subset of H , stich that for every interval-set I0 enclosing H0 the function F¡ (x) is properly integrable from a tob, then F(x) is H ¿-integrable from a tob, and 
f F(x)dx= f F(x)dx.
Ja3" Ja3
The set H0 includes the subset Zab lying on ab of the singular set Z of the function F (x) (cf. § 1 4°), and it will appear by theorem VIIA of § 3 that S0 may be any such subset of S.
We shall prove that (14) I Fj(x)dx-I F(x)dx I *sa */ aB <e for every interval-set Ig enclosing H0 ™oIdiyy an^ °^ length D¡ < i Btl2. We extend I0 by an interval-set J so that the interval-set I, 1= I04-J, encloses H "road?yy-Since 5 has content zero and in accordance with the present hypothesis, in view of an obvious extension of lemma II from an interval ab, to an interval-set (in the present application, to the interval-set extending I0la to the interval ab), we are able to choose J so that Dj < ^o"e/2 and (15) j / F(x)dx <Je. This theorem is the necessary condition given in theorem II of § 2. IV. For every e there is a 8\ such that (i) i r\(x)dxr2F,2(x)dx <e for every two points xxx2 of the interval ab and every pair of interval sets /,, I2 each enclosing H Z'oadlf' and of length less than 82.
This theorem, whose proof will be given in connection with theorem X, of which it is a particular case, affirms that with respect to any two points xx, x2 of the interval ab the condition sufficient for the existence* of the H-integral f*2 F(x) dx is satisfied, and we obtain immediately theorems V and VI.
V. The definite integral f*x "F(x) dx F Jx, exists lohere xxx2 are any two points of the interval ab, and indeed uniformlyô n the set of all such point-pairs xxx2.
Corollary.^ If the function F(x) is H-integrable on ab, then it is H-inte-
grable from a to ö .
VI. For every e and every two points xxx2 of the interval ab (2) f Fz(x)dx-\F(x)dx I Jxx Jxx 3 /* -F(x) dx is more convenient than a definition applicable merely to cases in which the point-set 3 lies on the interval ab. t In that a2 is independent of xx x¡. t Cf. definition 3 and theorem III of § 2. The proof is indirect and quite analogous to the proof of the corresponding theorem as to proper definite integrals.
for every interval-set I enclosing H ™oaalyV and °f length less than B\.
Remark. Theorem VI is useful especially in case xx = a, x2= X, when it establishes a relation on the JV-interval ab between the various definite integral functions : r>X r*x I F(x)dx, I F¡(x)dx, Ja S Ja where /denotes an interval-set enclosing H í¡ro™íyy-VII A. If F(x) is ^integrable from a to b and if H0 is any subset of 3 which contains the subset Zab lying on ab of the singular set Z, then F(x) is H ^integrable from a tob, and f F(x)dx= f F(x)dx= f F(x)dx.
Ja 3q Ja H Ja Z VIIB. If the function F(x) is integrable from a to b with respect to each of two point-sets B1, H2 of content zero, then it is likewise with respect to their common subset B12 and with respect to their aggregate set 3X + H2, and the four integrals are equal :
JaBi-fS2 JaSx Ja%2 «7ilS12
The theorem VIIA is a generalization of theorem VI of § 2, and, in the light of § 3 V and § 2 V, it is a corollary of that theorem, the function Fj(x) for any interval-set I0 enclosing S0 being on ab a single valued limited function of x, as one proves from the definition of the singular set Z ( § 1, 4°) indirectly by the usual interval-halving process.
As to the theorem VIIB, the sets 3X, H2, H12 have the set Z of essential singularities as a common subset.
Hence by VII A the B12-integral exists and we have : Denoting for the moment by Be the least of the Se's related to these three integrals, we consider an interval-set /enclosing ax -f-32 broadiyy an(l °f length D¡ < 8e;3. Then, setting in a definite way :
where IX2 encloses H12 narrowly, and Il2 + Ix encloses Sx broid%Vyly' an(i -^2 + ^2 encloses S2 bro™uyyi we have obviously, in view of the equality of the three integrals, the three inequalities: For an interval-set / of length D¡ < B\ the two sides of the equality (4) differ respectively from the two corresponding sides of (3) by less than 2e. Hence the two sides of (3) differ by less than 4e and so are indeed equal.
IX. The definite integral function :
4>(X)= f F(x)dx, Ja E is a continuous function of the variable upper limit X on the X-interval ab.
Introducing with respect to an e an interval-set / enclosing H narrowly and of length D¡ < B\l2, we have by the use of theorems VIII and VI the relation : and XIII".
Bemark.
Up to this point of the present development the theories of the narrow and of the broad H-integrals are equivalent.
From this point on they diverge ; I secure for the narrow H-integrals conclusions analogous to the conclusions for the broad H-integrals, by inserting an additional hypothesis in the first case of every theorem. (2) Each length D¡ D¡ is less than 82
and, moreover, in the first case, whenever J consists of more than a single interval, (3) Every interval i of Ix or I2 which encloses an interval I joining two consecutive intervals of J has tuith respect to every such enclosed interval I thefollowing property : the interval i contains either on the interval I a point f or on each of the adjoining internals of J a point £.
In case J consists of a single interval, theorem X becomes theorem IV ; and in case J consists of more than a single interval, the third condition is fulfilled in particular if there is imposed on J an obvious restriction, and likewise, if there are imposed on /: and I2 obvious restrictions, which have reference to the interval-set J in question.
In the theorem as here stated, the uniformity with respect to the set of all interval-sets Ix, I2, J oí the nature specified is especially important for the sequel.
We use the determination For the purposes of an indirect proof of theorem X, we suppose that the inequality :
(9) If Fr (X) dx -f Fr (X) dx S e , I Jj Jj holds for a certain e, a certain interval-set J lying on the interval ab, and a certain pair of interval-sets IXI2 each enclosing H "?¿™uyy au(I °I length less than 8\, and, in the first case, satisfying the condition (3) of X, and proceed to exhibit for this e two interval-sets I3I4 each enclosing H broïïty3' ancl 0I length less than 282e for which, in contradiction with (8), the inequality :
(10) I fbFl3(x)dx-fJI\(;,:)dx | tía *Ja has validity.
It is easy to see how the inequality (9) may be transformed into an inequality of the general form (10).
For denoting by K the interval-set obtained by excising J from the interval ab, we have for every pair of sets Z. /4 enclosing H, the equation:
since the functions F¡ (x), FT (x) are properly integrable from a to b. Hence from (9) we obtain the relation (10) for every pair of sets I Ié each enclosing H and such that
Fh(x) = Fh (a?) (* within K), the various proper definite integrals having values independent of the values of the respective integrand functions at the extremities of the intervals of J and K.
Thus we seek to find two sets /./4 each enclosing H ""¡¡nyy an(^ °f length less than 2B\, and, moreover, such that they agree on </ with IXI2 respectively and on K with each other.
We denote by L the complete cc-axis with the omission of the inner points of J.
Thus / contains K. And we denote by IjIL respectively the /-section and the /-section of an interval-set /, so that (13) I=Ij4-Il.
With respect to Pand / an interval i may lie on J or / and so be itself an interval vor iL. Otherwise the interval i is by J and / partitioned into a sequence of two or more parts i,,, iL, two adjoining parts being a part id and a part iL. The two extreme parts may or may not be undivided intervals j or I. The intermediate parts are undivided intervals j or I.
We must for an interval-set / enclosing H Suy7 distribute the intervals iL of IL into two complementary classes.
An interval iL is an interval i"L if it contains no point f and is either an extreme part of the interval i oí I from which it is derived or an intermediate part each of whose adjoining parts ij contains a point £. An interval iL is an interval i'L if it either contains a point £ or is of its interval i an intermediate part one (at least) of whose adjoining intervals ia contains no point £.
Thus we have two interval-sets I'L I'¿ such that IL = I'L + I'¿.
In case / encloses H narrowly we notice two facts which are of use in the immediate sequel.
An interval i which lies on J or L is an interval ij or i'L. An interval i undergoing partition with respect to J and L contains at least one part ij and the sum of its parts ij, i'L is an interval-set every interval of which contains a point £. These intervals of i are the intervals arising by the excision from i of its various parts i"L. The interval i itself contains a point £. If it contains no part i"L it itself is the interval in question.
If, however, the interval i contains one or more parts i"L, we consider any such part i"L. If i!'L is an extreme part the adjoining part iT contains a point £ or has in progressive consecution an adjoining part i'L, since an adjoining part i"L would be an extreme part, and the interval i consisting of these three parts would have no point £. If this third part has no point f, there is a fourth part, ij.
If this part ij has no point |, there is a fifth part i'L. Thus the parts ij, i'L enter in alternation and the interval consisting of this complete and unbroken sequence of parts ij, i'L contains a point £. If on the other hand i"L is an intermediate part each adjoining part ij contains a point f.
In these notations we take* I3I4 as foliotas:
And these sets satisfy the prescribed conditions :
(1) Each set is of length less than 282e ;
(2) Ar-JLr, I,j=k,\
/«-/«-iîe + J^; (4) Each set encloses H "?/™,ïj!y. We need to prove that I3 and so Ii encloses H í?o;uuVy'v-r^'ne se* ^ 1S ^v hypothesis closed.
We consider first any particular point £. If £ lies within J or L it is enclosed by an interval of IXJ or I'XL, and so by an interval of I3. If, however, £ is common to t/and L it is an extremity of an interval of each set ; the point £ lies within a certain interval of Ix, and it is the point of junction of two intervals of IUI'XL respectively, and in /3 = Iu 4 I'lL 4 I'ÏL these two intervals perhaps with others form an interval L enclosing the point £. Thus the interval-set /" encloses H at least broadly and theorem X is proved for the second case.
For the first case we consider any particular interval i3 of I3 and now need to prove merely that it contains a point f.
The interval i3 arises by the union of certain intervals of IXJTXLI'.1L. In the introduction of the notation TL * In the second case, one may determine suitable interval-sets I3, J4 more simply as follows : h = IuA-1'", I* = Tu A-I'", where V" is the interval-set common to I\l and Izl.
for an interval-set /= /(H) it was noted that every interval ij or i'L forms part of a sequence of intervals i/iL constituting an interval containing a point £. Thus i3 contains a point £ or it consists of a single interval i'2L which contains no point f. But this latter case is impossible.
For an interval i'2L containing no point £ is an intermediate part of an interval i, one of whose adjoining parts i¡j contains no point f.
But this is impossible, by virtue of the third hypothesis of theorem X.
Thus, indeed, every interval i3 contains a point £. And now theorem X is proved also for the first case, and, hence, completely.
XI. For every interval-set J lying on the interval ab there exists a constant, in notation, (15) f F(x)dx, Jjs\ the integral on the interval-set J with respect to the point-set H of the function F(x), such that for every e the relation:
holds for every interval-set I satisfying the following conditions :
(1) The set I encloses H ZZaty'"'
(2) The length D¡is less than B2e;
and, moreover, in the first case, whenever J consists of more than a single interval, (3) Every interval i of I which encloses an interval I joining two consecutive intervals of J has with respect to its every such enclosed interval I the following property : the interval i contains either on the interval I a point £ or on each of the adjoining intervals of J a point £.
This theorem follows directly from the preceding theorem by the usual limitconsiderations, wherein it needs to be noticed that interval-sets Ix I2 satisfying the conditions 1, 2, 3 of that theorem actually exist for every e and interval-set J of the interval ab. and then from (19), (20), (21) we have
from which the theorem follows at once. Remark. Theorem XI is to be understood as applying also to the case in which the symbol J denotes a non-existent interval-set, the constant in question having the value 0.
Then in view of theorem XII it is evident that with respect to an interval-set J lying on the interval ab and a function F(x) Hintegrable from a to ó a definition of the symbol J aF(x) dx might be given similar to that given in § 2 for the symbol J f(x) dx with respect to a function f(x) properly integrable from a to o.
XIII'.
For every e there exists a 83 such that (23) f F(x)dx J J 3 <e for every interval-set J satisfying the following conditions : (1) The interval-set J lies on the interval ab;
(2) The length Dj is less than 83e ; and, moreover, in the first case, whenever J consists of more than a single interval, (3') Ihe interval-set J has with respect to every interval I joining two consecutive intervals of J the following property : either the interval I contains a point £ or each of the adjoining intervals of J contains a point £.
XIII". (24) is by virtue of the second lemma of §2, since Dj<i8'ej2. The inequality (25) is by virtue of theorem XI.
And theorem XI is, indeed, applicable. For J lies on the interval ab, and / encloses H ¡!".™nyly and is of length D¡ less than 8\l2. Thus the double theorem XIII is proved, in the second case, and also in the first case, if J consists of a single interval.
In the first case, if J consists of more than a single interval, we have further to prove that condition (3) of the hypothesis of theorem XI is satisfied.
We consider the interval-sets J and / with respect to an interval I joining two consecutive intervals j', j" oí J.
If I contains a point £ or if j' and,;'" each contain a point £, then an interval i of /enclosing I, if one there be, has with respect to I the property of condition (3) of theorem XI, that is, the interval i contains either on the interval I a point £ or on each interval j',j" a point £. For each point f lies in some interval of /, and since j' and j" intersect i neither intersects a second interval of /.
If, however, I contains no point £ and either j' or j" contains no point £, then no interval i encloses I; for we have now to do with XIII", and by hypothesis (3"), the interval I lies within the e'-neighborhood of no point £, while every interval i contains a point £ and is of length at most e'.
XIV. The function Ff(x) is properly integrable from a to b and the inequality : (26) I rFj(x)dx-Ç F(x)dx Ja Ja E <e, holds for every interval-set Iiahose length D¡ is less than 8\ or 8\t,*, and moreover, in the first case, whose interval-set I''a, qua interval-set J satisfies the condition* (3') or (3") of theorem XIII, provided moreover (in each case) that the interval-set I contains the singular jwint-set Z of the function F(x) in such a way that if a singular point Ç is an extremity of an interval i of I it is singular merely towards the interior of i. Note. This theorem is, in accordance with note 2 of theorem XIII, of the nature of an extension of the definitional fjroperty of the function F(x) H-integrable from a to b.-In particular, we see that the relation (26) holds for every interval-set I of length D¡ < 83 ivhose corresponding function FT(x) is properly integrable from a tob, which contains H, and, in the first case, ichose every * The riee, enters only in the first case and then only if the hypothesis imposes (merely) the condition (3") of theorem XIII".
\Jj"a hold simultaneously. Of these relations the first and second are clear, and the third follows from theorem XIII", in connection with the stipulations Djb = DK<C 8\ <C e', Slßt,.
In order to secure this application of theorem XIII" we are to determine the positive number e' so that every interval I joining two consecutive intervals of J''a either contains a point f or lies within the e'-neighborhood of no point £. This determination is made by means of the final condition of the theorem.
We denote by H* the set of points n = y* which lie on the interval ab and which are not points if; by H^ the set obtained by adding to H* the points a and 6 ; and for brevity by Ja the set J\ An interval j of J contains a point y and no point £. An interval j0 of Jt) contains a point y^ and no point £. Two consecutive intervals j'0,j'0' of J determine an interval a'b' where a' is that point n^ ofj' nearest toj'f, and where similarly 6' is that point r]^ of j" nearest to j'.
These points a'b' are definite points, for the sets H^ on the two intervals j' j'/ are closed sets.
This interval a'b' encloses no £ and no r¡,-except perhaps within the interval I joining j'0 a.ndj'0'. Now if I encloses no point £ it encloses no interval i of /, and hence, since j'tlj'tí' are consecutive intervals of J, it encloses no point r¡. Thus the two consecutive intervals^ j'f of J0 determine a joining-interval I containing a point £ or else an interval a'b' enclosing no point £ and no point n and having for extremities points n^. Now a enters as an r/^-extremity of such an interval at most once, and likewise 6 enters at most once. And by the present hypothesis at most a finite number of such intervals a'b' with ?;*-extremities exist.
We denote by 3e' the least of the lengths of the various intervals a'b' with rjj.-extremities, setting 3e' = 1, if no such interval exists.. Thus e' is a definite positive number.
Then, since DK < e', the intervals j'0j[/ are each of length less than e', while their interval a'b', whenever it contains no point £, is of length at least 3e' and hence their joining-interval I, whenever it contains no point f, is of length greater than e' and so lies within the e'-neighborhood of no point £.-Thus theorem XIII" is available for the completion of the proof of theorem XVII.
XVI. In the first case: If the function F(x) is H-integrable from a tob, and hence * Z-integrable, if however it is not (Z 4 H)-integrable, and hence * * Theorem VIIA. [July not (H + Hyintegrable, where H is a closed point-set of content zero, then there is at least one point Ç== f0 q/*Z on ab at which F(x) fails either of progressive or of regressive (Z -f H)-and so of (H + Hfintegr-ability.
Hence, by theorem XV, in every progressive or in every regressive neighborhood of such a point Ç0 there is an infinitude of intervals a'b' enclosing no point I; and no point v and having for extremities points n which are not points £ .
For if there were no such point Ç0, then F(x) would be (Z -4-H)-integrable on ab and hence from a tob.
We need to recall the statements of 4° of §1, the definitions 2 and 3 and theorem IV of § 2, and the corollary of theorem V of §3.
According to theorem XV the hypotheses of theorem XVI imply that the H-integral of F(x) is essentially narrow (that is, not broad).
It has not been proved however that, in this case, there exists a point-set H for which the narrow (H + H)-integral of F(x) is non-existent.
XVII.
If with respect to two closed point-sets H, H of content zero two functions F(x), G(x) are respectively integrable from a tob, and if, in the first case, H, H are so related (for instance, as indicated in theorem XV) that each function is (H + ïT)-integrable from a to b, then F(x) 4-G (x) is (H + Tl)-integrable from a tob, and
This theorem is easily seen to be true.
Concerning the absolutely convergent ™"w H-integrals.
Definition. The broï«yy existent integral f _F(x)dx is said to converge or exist (as a limit) absohttely in case the integral f \F(x)\dx exists j™™,^'.
Making suitable use of the references to the work of Jordan and Stolz given in the introduction, the reader will readily construct the proofs of the following theorems. Io. The following determination of the general point-set H lying on ab closed and of content zero is well known.
Every finite or numerably infinite set II of intervals hv = avbu (v = 1, 2, ■ • •, n or v = 1, 2, 3, • • •) lying everywhere densely on «¡6 and no two having a common inner point determines a closed nowhere dense point-set H ; and, conversely, every closed nowhere dense point-set H of ab is so determinable by its " point-free " intervals hv. Every inner point x of ab not a point f lies lies within a definite interval hv. The points £ together with a and o are the extremities ayb" of the intervals hv and the limit-points of such extremities. 
L<e.
3°. The preceding theorem reduces the problem of construction of all narrow H-integrals essentially to the corresponding problem for the case H = (6), and this remark holds likewise if the integrand function F (x) is required to be on ab continuous except at points x = I;.
In 5° I exhibit by a known process an essentially narrow or non-absolutely convergent integral (20) f F(x)dx, J a({b)) and in connection with it develop examples designed to show the error of certain statements referred to in the introduction.
In 4° I use such an integral (20), for the case ab = 01, as the element for a simple construction according to the conditions of 2° of a H-integral for the general set H of ab, non-absolutely convergent in the neighborhood of every point f. 
